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Faculty of Architecture
Faculty of ArchitectureMission and vision Faculty of Architecture at the Uni-Pz is just formed. FAUPz provides
educational programs of accepted standards, establishes creative and research activities for its students and it will also
insure services to the community addressing to the region&rsquo;s needs. FAUPz goes through continual improvements
in order to keep the environment challenging and intellectually stimulating and to make students become innovator and
professionally capable of being leaders in their chosen career including their social responsibility as well.ësinë shoqërore.
Vision The Faculty of Architecture will increase its status and make it a respectful institution in order to draw professional
eminents and students who are ready to fulfill their study requirements. FAUPz will contribute to the region development
by providing a well &ndash; education programs, promoting and applying modern programs on architecture subject.
Why studying architecture? The architecture is one of the most influenced professions these days.The
architecturereflects the society and its way towards developing meaning that the architects are required to answer to the
needs and values of each part of the Community. In the future, we should insure architects who are able to challenge the
increase of people and societies&rsquo; requirements in humanism of inhabited life, economic and social development.
Architecture &ndash; Life ability The architecture is a required profession for the reason that it is related to many issues
of modern societies. It means that an architect should learn many skills even to cross traditional borders between art and
science. In this sense, the architectonic education is larger which is provided to make sure of advancing that profession
which has a big influence on person&rsquo;s life.
About Faculty of Architecture &ndash; FAUPz FA is a part of Uni-Pz after the beginning of its academic work. It was
founded in accordance with a necessity of such an institution for Prizren city, at the same time; it is a city with the most
diverse architecture which dates since old times. The academic staff is qualified and qualitative bringing huge amounts
of knowledge and expertise in the teaching rooms. Programs which are being applied enable development and
innovation teaching in students&rsquo; subject. This staff also provides students with advices during their study period,
transitional services which consist of extra assistance during the realization of study obligations. Faculty of Architecture
organizes events with foreign lecturers who give a huge contribution on the discipline of architecture. At the Faculty of
Architecture, students and teachers have turned the students&rsquo; work exposition into the traditional one. In addition,
there is also a special section of this department in the library of Unit-Pz which contains recent book editions for the
architecture department. From the very beginning of its activity, this faculty provides study programs in accordance with
Bologna Declaration by applying 3+2 program. First three elementary years provides students with Bachelor, whereas
the other two years are advanced Master studies. If you join the FAUPz, you as a student or a visitor will be provided a
comfortable University environment. Future students Surely, the career selection of an architect does not mean
reduction of your choices. The ability that architects posses is important in any aspect which has to do with the
environment construction beginning from the new buildings to conservation of the old ones. The work field that architects
cover is so diverted that any work description that architects do can sound that they are doing different jobs. One
common thing in architectonic is that it has to do with the humans.
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